Prepare,
Operate, Recover
on one Chair.
MOBILE TABLE ROTATION

500 XLE surgiLine
THE efficient OR equipment

surgical chairs & tables for eye- & microsurgery

500 XLE

The perfect reclining treatment stool for rotation
systems in outpatient operating rooms.
- Optimized price-performance ratio
- Ample legroom and unobstructed access to the patient’s head
- Space-saving design for flexible use, outstanding maneuverability even in the most
confined of spaces
- Multi-functional manual switch with 4 memory positions and auto-run function
- Automatic switch-off in the stand-by mode with reactivation button
- Sterile working conditions without interruption thanks to adjustment functions provided
by the foot switches
- Not location-bound thanks to battery operation
- With equipotential bonding connection

OPHTHALMIC
Surgery

multifunctional hand control

- Easy maneuverability thanks to mechanic guidance operated via foot switch
- 360-degree rotating, electrically conductive double casters for outstanding movement
characteristics
- Stool & table combination – no need for shifting or relocating the patients
- Service-friendly access for easy cleaning and maintenance
- Acoustic signal to warn against exhaustive battery discharge
- Easy mounting and dismounting, low access height
- Comfortable armrests for high patient safety, removable
- Comfortable upholstery in anthracite 197 standard shade

detachable foot control

Standard equipment

Power supply-independent
battery box with integrated
emergency shut-down
switch.

Removable foot switch for
infinite electronic height
and head adjustment

Standard sculptured
headrest for high-precision
patient positioning,
adjustable via manual
switches or foot switches.

2 mechanically operated
brake levers with steering
guide function.

Memory manual switch
with four freely storable
memory positions and
auto-run function.

surgical chairs & tables for eye- & microsurgery

Telescopic stainless-steel
accessories storage system.

500 XLE comfort

The reclining treatment stool designed for a particularly high level of
comfort. Our tried and tested designed in a whole new look.
OPHTHALMIC
Surgery

- Two-tone comfort upholstery (anthracite
197 / chrome standard shade) for even more
comfortable sitting / reclining positions
- Standard color anthracite 197 / chrome
- integrated knee support cushion

surgiLine
The modern surgeon´s chair.

surgiTrend

Designed with preventive medicine in mind.

Armrests
- Rugged, 360-degree movable,
and height-adjustable

Armrests
- Rugged, 360-degree movable,
and height-adjustable

Seat System
- Seat system evenly distributes your
weight as you make the slightest
adjustment in position
- Anatomically formed, ergonomic
backrest reduces pressure on inter
vertebral discs and provides ideal
support for the lumbar spine.

Seat System
- Our unique dynamic seating system
supports correct sitting postures while
protecting your back

Chassis
- 4 double casters
- Central brake acting on 4 wheels
- Power supply-independent battery box
with integrated emergency shut-down
switch
- Foot switch panel for moving the seat
up & down

Chassis
- Power supply-independent battery box with
integrated emergency shut-down switch
- 4 double casters
- Central brake acting on 4 wheels
- 5th wheel for added resistance to tipping
- Foot switch panel for moving the seat
up & down

Your work
Designed for your health.
As surgeons, the work you and your team have to perform is
extremely demanding. Create optimal working conditions and
avoid putting the entire surgical team under unnecessary stress
by setting up a workplace that is individually adapted to suit
your requirements.
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is our
challenge!
MOBILE TABLE ROTATION
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